Public Charge Resources

Public Charge Policy

Public Charge: An Overview - National Immigration Law Center
Overview of public charge policy, published in 2013

Changes to “Public Charge” Instructions in the U.S. State Department’s Manual - National Immigration Law Center
Preliminary changes to the public charge policy published in February

Public Charge Fact Sheet - UCIS
List of benefits that are and are not subject to public charge consideration

Public Charge FAQ – UCIS
Answers to a list of commonly asked questions about public charge

Public Charge: A New Threat to Immigrant Families - Protecting Immigrant Families
Fact Sheet by PIF regarding Public Charge

Proposed Changes to Public Charge: Quick Analysis and Frequently Asked Questions - Protecting Immigrant Families
Analysis of the public charge rules and answers to frequently asked questions

Educating and Engaging Immigrant Families

CPCA Public Charge Webpage and Toolkit – CPCA
CPCA webpage and toolkit with public charge documents available in different languages

Access to Health Care, Food, and Other Public Programs for Immigrant Families under the Trump Administration - National Immigration Law Center
Talking points for educating immigrant families regarding benefits

Caring for Immigrant Patients – NACHC
List of resources for supporting health centers educate and inform immigrant patients

Public Charge Infographics – Community Catalyst
Visual facts about Public Charge and its impact on families

Health Center Resources

CaliforniaHealth+ Advocates Immigration Page – CPCA
Link to health center resources for Immigration
Immigration Sample Policies and Procedures - CPCA
Health center sample policies and procedures to address immigration issues

Reports and Impact to Public Benefit Programs

Chilling Effects: The Expected Public Charge Rule and Its Impact on Legal Immigrant Families’ Public Benefits Use - Migration Policy Institute
Report of the public charge rules on the impact on immigrant families

Looming Public Charge Draft Threatens Coverage for Millions - Families USA
Blog with national overview of Public Charge's impact on benefits enrollment

Organizational Webpages

Protecting Immigrant Families Resources Page - Protecting Immigrant Families
Comprehensive list of resources regarding public charge

Public Charge - National Immigration Law Center
NILC's public charge webpage

AAPCHO's Public Charge Task Force – AAPCHO
Overview of public charge, submitting public comments, and information for health centers

Advocacy

Organizational Sign-on Statement in Opposition to the Proposed Legislation – Protecting Immigrant Families
PIF advocacy letter with 1500+ organizations

PIF Comment FAQ - Protecting Immigrant Families
FAQ on the commenting process

Comment Portals

Federal Comment Portal
Protecting Immigrant Families Comment Portal
Association of Asian Pacific Community Health Organizations